Abstract Radiative corrections to parity violating deep inelastic electron scattering (PVDIS) are reviewed including a discussion of the renormalization group evolution (RGE) of the weak mixing angle. Recently obtained results on hypothetical Z ′ bosons -for which parity violating observables play an important rôle -are also presented.
Effective electroweak interactions
The first two terms of the Lagrangian, L = L fermion +L Yukawa +Lgauge +L Higgs , of the electroweak Standard Model (SM) contain the free fermionic part and the interactions,
in terms of the electromagnetic current,
the weak charged current (CC),
and the weak neutral current (NC), 
where
Unfortunately, there is no generally accepted notation, normalization, and sign convention for the h ij MN in the literature. For parity violating eq interactions one defines C 1q ≡ 2h eq AV and C 2q ≡ 2h eq V A . Parity violation in heavy atoms [1] is basically driven by the C 1q , while PVDIS [2] determines approximately the combination, ω PVDIS ≡ (2 C 1u − C 1d ) + 0.84 (2 C 2u − C 2d ).
Radiative corrections
Including one-loop electroweak radiative corrections one obtains the expressions [3] ,
where ρ NC ≈ 1.0007 collects various propagator and vertex corrections relative to µ-decay, and the second lines are from the e and q charge radii.
are the box contributions except that for 2 C 2u − C 2d the αs correction to the W Wbox [4] , 2 W W , is not yet known and 2 γZ is obtained from above by replacing 4ŝ 2 by 28ŝ 2 /9 and the constant 3/4 by 5/12. The numerical results are summarized in Table 1 .
Eqs. (1) and (2) were originally obtained for atomic parity violation. For PVDIS, the one-loop expressions with the full kinematic dependance (in analogy with Ref. [5] for polarized Møller scattering) need to be computed, plus theαs corrections to 2 W W and 2 ZZ . In practice, one would want to define new C 2q at these kinematics since these would supersede the ones at very low Q 2 with their large hadronic uncertainties. ν-DIS
s c r e e n i n g a n t is c r e e n in g Moller The MS scheme (marked by a caret) weak mixing angle enters Eqs. (1) and (2) evaluated at the renormalization scale µ = 0. Introducing the quantityX
where N C = 3 (1) for quarks (leptons) and γ i = 4 (22) for chiral fermions (gauge bosons), one can show that dX/X = dα/α, i.e., the RGE forα(µ) implies that for sin 2θ W (µ) (see Fig. 1 ) including experimental constraints from e + e − annihilation and τ decays that enter the dispersion integral for the non-perturbative regime, provided that any one of the following conditions is satisfied: (i) no mass threshold is crossed; (ii) perturbation theory applies (W ± , leptons, b and c quarks); (iii) equal coefficients (like for d vs. s quarks); or (iv) symmetries like SU (2) I or SU (3) F may be applied. This leaves as the only problem area the treatment of the u vs. the (d, s) quark thresholds, or -considering that ms = m d ≈ mu -the separation of the s quarks from the (u, d) doublet. Our strategy [6] is to define threshold masses (absorbing QCD matching effects),mq = ξqM 1S /2, in terms of 1S resonance masses. The ξq are between 0 (chiral limit) and 1 (infinitely heavy quarks). One expects ξ b > ξc > ξs > ξ d > ξu and we explicitly verified ξ b > ξc in perturbative QCD. Now, ξs = ξc defines the heavy quark limit for the s quark, implyingms < 387 MeV. On the other hand, ξs = ξ d ≈ ξu together with the dispersion result for the three-flavor RGE for α below µ =mc, ∆α [7] .
Angular distributions of leptons may help to discriminate spin-1 (Z ′ ) against spin-0 (sneutrino) and spin-2 (Kaluza-Klein graviton) resonances [8] . The LHC will also have some diagnostic tools to narrow down the underlying Z ′ model by studying, e.g., leptonic forward-backward asymmetries and heavy quark final states [9, 10] . Z ′ models based on the gauge group E 6 without kinetic mixing correspond to extending the SM by a U (1) Conversely, if θ ZZ ′ = 0 the Z pole observables are rather blind to Z ′ physics because the Z and Z ′ amplitudes are almost completely out of phase and one needs to go offpeak, i.e., to LEP 2 and low energies. There are also loop effects which are small but not necessarily negligible. E.g., the M W -G F relation, parametrized by ∆r W , is shifted,
where the ǫ Results from a global analysis [14] are shown in Table 2 . Some Z ′ models give a fairly low minimum χ 2 , especially the Z ψ and Z R . Technically, there is a 90% C.L.
upper bound on the Z R mass of about 29 TeV. Of course, at present there is little significance to this observation since there are two additional fit parameters (M ′ Z and θ ZZ ′ ) and various adjustable charges (like the angles α and β). Still this surprises given that the SM fit is quite good with χ 2 min = 48.0/45 (with M H unconstrained). It is interesting that the improvement, ∆χ 2 min = −2.9, is mainly from PAVI observables, namely from polarized Møller [15] (−1.7) and e − -hadron scattering [16] (−0.9). The best fit with M Z ′ = 667 GeV implies shifts in the so-called weak charges, δ|Q W (e, p)| = −0.0073, corresponding to 6.6σ and 2.5σ, respectively, for the proposed MOLLER [17] and Qweak [18] experiments at JLab. Similarly, expect δ|ω PVDIS | = −0.0200 (4.2σ).
